
CS 222P Quiz 2 
1. Consider the buffer manager as discussed during the lecture. Each page is associated with               
dirty bit and pin count. Suppose buffer size is 4. What page will be replaced in these different                  
scenarios when P5 is requested ( assuming that order of request were P1, P2, P3, P4): 

Pages in Buffer:  

P1 P2 P3 P4 

Dirty bit = 1 
 pin count = 0 

Dirty bit = 1 
 pin count = 1 

Dirty bit = 0 
 pin count = 0 

Dirty bit = 1 
 pin count = 5 

 
a. Using LRU policy. 
b. Using MRU policy. 

 
2. What are column stores and row stores. Name 1 advantage and 1 disadvantage for both. 
 
 
3. Consider an alternative file storage format, call log, in addition to “heap” and “sorted” file as                 
discussed in class. This log format is append-only. That is, the delete operation does not               
actually delete the record, but rather append a tombstone record indicating the record has been               
deleted. 

a. Describe in the log format, how the equality and range queries (on the key) are               
performed? 

b. Discuss advantages and disadvantages of this log format. 
 
 
4. Consider the following example of schema versioning (table T), where left stores the records,               
right stores the schema version. Suppose the current version is 3. What is the result of                
executing “Select * from T” (suppose default values for missing fields are NULL)? 

 

Record Version 

a1, b1, c1 1 

a1, b2, c2 1 

b2, c3 2 

b1, c1, d1 3 

b2, c2, d3 3 

 

 

Version Schema 

1 (A, B, C) 

2 (B, C) 

3 (B, C, D) 

 



 
Solution 
1. 

a. P1. 
b. P3. 

 
2. Row store: storing data as row by row in the disk. 

Advantage: easy for inserting / editing row. 
Disadvantage: read of unnecessary data in some queries.  

Column Store: data are stored in the disk column by column 
Advantage: good for queries accessing few columns 
Disadvantage: writing tuples requires multiple access.  

 
3.  

a. A equality query scans the log in the reverse order, i.e., from tail to head. If no matching                  
record is found or the first matching record is tomestone, then return nothing; else, return               
the record. 

A range query scans the log in the reverse order as well, and we maintain a set of keys of                     
returned result keys + set of keys of deleted records (tombstones). If we find a tombstone record                 
for the range, then put its key into the set; if we find a matching record whose key is not in the                      
deleted record set, we return it and put its key into result set. 

b. The main advantage of the log format is that ingestions (inserts and deletes) are fast.                 
Insert simply append a log record, which is also the case for delete. However, it hurts query                 
(equality and range) performance. 
 
4. 
b1, c1, null 
b2, c2, null 
b2, c3, null 
b1, c1, d1 
b2, c2, d3 


